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OREGAON, PORTLAND, UNITED

STATES , May 25, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- According to a

new report published by Allied Market

Research, titled, “Mine Detection

System Market by Application

(Defense, Homeland Security), by

Deployment (Vehicle Mounted, Hand

Held, Biological Based) and by

Materials (Sensor Based, Radar Based,

Laser Based): Global Opportunity

Analysis and Industry Forecast, 2023-

2032." The mine detection system

market is expected to grow at a

significant pace during the forecast

period due to military land clearance operations and advancement in sensor technology in the

defense industry. 

With the rise in security threats and border disputes, there has been increased usage of mine

detection system for rapid area clearance and detecting both Improvised Explosive Devices and

traditional Anti-Tank (AT) mines. A variety of technologies is used to detect landmines and IEDs,

including acoustic sensors, animals and biological detection systems, chemical sensors,

electromagnetic sensors, and hyperspectral sensor analysis, radar technology, ground

penetrating radar, LIDAR and electro-optical sensors, magnetic signatures, nuclear sensors,

optical sensors, seismic acoustic sensors, and thermal detection.
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Rise in military land clearance operations, advancement in sensor technology in the defense

sector, and increase in use of traditional Anti-Tank (AT) mines are the major factors drives the
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growth of the mine detection system market. 

The high cost of mine & IED detection system and declining defense expenses are the restraints

that hindered the growth of the mine detection system market.

Growing demining activities in military, and rising consciousness related to significance of

demining procedure are the opportunities involved in the global mine clearance market.

Innovative technologies are frequently used in modern military systems. During the research

and development stage, as well as in field applications, many of these highly advanced systems

rely on sensors. The extensive range of pressure transducers and pressure transmitters, load

cells, force sensors, reaction torque transducers, temperature sensors, and LVDT displacement

sensors available from Stellar Technology can provide design engineers and technical specialists

with a wide range of sensor application solutions for land, air, sea, and space. Stellar

Technology’s engineering expertise, proven sensor technology, field experience and

manufacturing capabilities provide customers with high-reliability sensors for the broad range of

defense applications. For instance, engineering and manufacturing center in Amherst, New York,

is uniquely designed to deliver both standard products and custom-engineered special products.

Rely on Stellar
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Demining is used by the military to clear a passage for soldiers and equipment. The soldiers who

carry out this mission are combat engineers, sappers, and pioneers. On rare occasions, soldiers

may choose to avoid a minefield, but some bypasses are designed to concentrate advancing

forces into a killing zone. Engineers may be under heavy fire and may need supporting fire to

bring it under control and cover the area with smoke if they need to clear a path. Engineers may

need to clear a barrier in 7–10 minutes to avoid serious losses, so hand breaching may be

insufficient. It is possible that they will be compelled to labor in severe weather or at night. For

instance, accurate information on minefield locations, mine types and placement, density and

pattern, ground conditions, and the number and location of enemy defenses is essential.
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This study presents the analytical depiction of the mine detection system market along with the

current trends and future estimations to determine the imminent investment pockets.

The report presents information related to key drivers, restraints, and opportunities along with

challenges the mine detection system market.

The current market is quantitatively analyzed to highlight the market scenario.

The report provides a detailed mine detection system market analysis based on competitive

intensity and how the competition will take shape in coming years.
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BAE Systems Plc, 

Israel Aerospace Industries, 

Raytheon, 

Northrop Grumman Corporation, 

L-3 Communications Holdings Inc, 

Harris Corporation, 

General Dynamics Corporation, 

Schiebel Gmbh, 

DCD Group, 

Chemring Group Plc.
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